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"How can this be?"

The Southern Boss and Devon recovered from the initial shock and instantly fell into despair.

The Four Apostles worked for the Southern Boss and he trained with them multiple times before, so he knew just how formidable

the Four Beasts Formation was.

When wielded by four martial artists in the Intermediate Almighty State, even the Southern Boss, who was in the Advanced

Almighty State, failed to break free from the Four Beasts Formation.

Only highly talented experts in ancient divinations who were in the Advanced Almighty State or above could see through the Four

Beasts Formation, yet Leon, a relatively young man, managed to accomplish it and kill the Grand Apostle at the same time.

The Southern Boss was shaken to the core as he struggled to comprehend the situation.

"Great! Mister Wolf broke the Four Beasts Formation and killed the Grand Apostle!"

"Wh- What a miracle!"

Contrary to how the Southern Boss and Devon reacted, the Thompsons were overjoyed and excited.

Though Leon claimed he found a way to break the Four Beasts Formation, they all mistook it as Leon bragging.

At this moment, they finally realized that Leon was telling the truth; not only did Leon break the Four Beasts Formation, he

managed to defeat the head of the Four Apostles.

With the formation ineffective and the Grand Apostle killed, the remaining three Apostles would not stand a chance against Leon.

So long as Leon defeated them and joined forces with the other Thompsons, there was a chance for the Thompsons to turn the

table around.

Arthur, the Thompsons' four elders, and Angus all perked up in hope.

"No!"

"How dare you kill our big brother?!"

"We’re going to skin you alive!"

The other three Apostles glared daggers at Leon upon witnessing the Grand Apostle's death.

Though the Grand Apostle was not their family by blood, the Four Apostles all worked for the Southern Boss for years and they

all considered one another siblings, so they were instantly overwhelmed by rage upon seeing how Leon killed the Grand Apostle.

"Die!" Without hesitation, the three Apostles each launched a powerful attack and darted toward Leon from three different

directions.

"Know your place!" Leon scoffed in contempt.

The Four Apostles failed to defeat him even with the Four Beasts Formation earlier; with only three Apostles left and their leader

dead, Leon knew that he had nothing to fear from them.

He took a big step forward and prepared to counter their attacks one by one to end this fight as soon as possible.
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